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 The Pi Wire
EbEn Upton REcEivEs cbE  
Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II has used the occasion of her 90th birthday to name 
Eben Upton, the founder of the Raspberry Pi Foundation and CEO of Raspberry 
Pi Ltd, as a Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (CBE).

The Queen’s annual Birthday Honours list, published on June 10, 2016, “recog-
nizes the achievements of a wide range of extraordinary people right across the 
United Kingdom.”

As a member of the order, Upton will get to put the letters CBE after his name 
and will officially be “granted a position in the order of precedence” for the Brit-
ish empire. Additional privileges and responsibilities are unclear at this writing; 
however, the announcement reflects the immense excitement, good will, and 
national pride the people of the UK hold for the Raspberry Pi, which is now the 
best-selling computer ever designed in the UK. In February this year, the Rasp-
berry Pi Foundation announced that they have sold more than eight million 
units.

In addition to Upton, Ben Medlock and Jon Reynolds, cofounders of the 
SwiftKey autocompletion engine used with Android and iOS phones, were 
named as members of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (MBE), 

a great honor which, nevertheless, ranks them a couple notches below Upton in the 
“order of precedence.”

Kodi Adds A cAsE  
Kodi (formerly XBMC) is known for its open source media center software. Kodi has now 
marked their first venture into the hardware world with the release of a Kodi-branded 
Raspberry Pi case.

This new “hardware” is not a fully packaged Raspberry Pi device but just a case. The idea 
behind the effort is to offer a complete media center experience, with Raspberry Pi 

in a box.
According to Kodi’s Nathan Betzen, “Today, the Raspberry Pi 3 has 

evolved to become a powerful media center with WiFi and Bluetooth 
built in. While maintaining its tiny size, it has been tuned to flaw-
lessly play back content better than competitors at less than a third 
the cost. But with all of these improvements, the Raspberry Pi 3 re-
mained incomplete….”

Kodi worked with FLIRC, maker of media center products, to create the 
Kodi Edition Raspberry Pi case. The case is made of aluminum and also 
doubles up as a heat sink for a Raspberry Pi system running resource-inten-
sive media files. The limited edition case is available for $19.95. Kodi said it 
might offer more units in the event of a strong demand.

Betzen said that, with the release of this case, the Raspberry Pi 3 package 
is now complete.

intERnEt of voicE chAllEngE  
A new contest will encourage users to envision Raspberry Pi Internet of Things (IoT) proj-
ects that feature the Amazon Alexa voice recognition tools. The Internet of Voice challenge 
will award the Amazon Echo kit and Amazon gift vouchers to contest winners. “We’d love 
to see how the maker community invents (and reinvents) voice-capable, connected de-
vices,” hackster.io writes on the challenge page. Le
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The core of the challenge, according to Eben Upton, is to use Raspberry Pi as a bridge to 
connect network-accessible services to the real world.

The contest consists of two prize categories. The first is for the best Alexa Skills Kit (ASK) 
integration. Developers can use ASK to build new capabilities for Alexa, called skills. ASK 
comes with self-service APIs, documentation, templates, and code samples. Glenn Cameron 
of Amazon wrote on the developer blog that Amazon will reward developers who find inno-
vative and clever ways of integrating ASK components into their maker projects.

The second category is for best Alexa Voice Service (AVS) integration with Raspberry Pi. AVS 
allows developers to add voice-powered experiences to their connected devices. As a result, users 
can speak to Alexa through the microphone of their device and take advantage of Alexa. Accord-
ing to Cameron, the challenge for participants is to make devices come alive by adding voice in-
teractions. “Will you automate something in the home or office? Will you make games that react 
to speech? How will you use Alexa and Raspberry Pi to entertain, educate, automate, or …?”

Submissions have been open since June 22 and will close on August 1. Amazon will judge 
all entries and select winners by August 15, 2016. Interested readers can register at the 
hackster.io site [https://  www.  hackster.  io/  challenges/  alexa‑raspberry‑pi].

bEAglEbonE gEts Wifi And blUEtooth  
Seed Studio, a hardware player for makers, and BeagleBoard.org Foundation have 
partnered to create a new BeagleBone Green Wireless (BBGW) board. The BBGW is 
the first BeagleBone board that comes with WiFi and Bluetooth. Previously, users 
had to use a wireless dongle to add wireless capabilities to the board.

The new BBGW board showcases a design similar to BeagleBone Black. The 
new board is powered by Texas Instrument’s Sitara AM335x, an ARM Cortex-A8 
processor with a 1.0GHz frequency. The board comes with 512MB DDR3 RAM, 
4GB of storage, 3D graphics, USB ports, and connectors to attach cameras, sen-
sors, and other components. One trade-off of going wireless is that the board 
loses the Ethernet port.

The new board has two Grove connectors that allow users to easily access a 
large family of Grove sensors.

“It’s great to see the BeagleBoard.org Foundation teaming up with Seed Studio 
to create the new BeagleBone Green for engineers and developers at any of their 
design or manufacturing stages,” said Adrian Valenzuela, Marketing Director, 
ARM & DSP Processors at Texas Instruments. “The WiFi connectivity, along with 
the two Grove connectors, makes this board ideal for various applications, but es-
pecially IoT. We’re excited to see what the maker community can do with it.”

The BBGW is available from Digi-Key in two versions. The board-only version sells for 
$44.90, whereas the complete IoT development kit version (with connectors and cables) is 
available for $99.

dAtWylER AcqUiREs pREmiER fARnEll  
One of the biggest makers of the Raspberry Pi, Premier Farnell, is being acquired by Datwyler 
Holding AG, a Swiss manufacturing company, for approximately $871 million.

Neil Harrison, CEO, Technical Components, Datwyler Group, will lead the combined com-
panies, according to Reuters. The deal is expected to close by the fourth quarter of 2016.

Ulrich Graf, the Chairman of Datwyler, said in a statement, “Premier Farnell and Datwyler 
both have long and successful histories in high-service distribution for electronic components. 
By combining forces, we expect to significantly increase our competitiveness and extend our 
product range, facilitating a one-stop-shopping experience for our wide range of customers 
from a multitude of industries.”

The deal comes at a time when the UK has voted to leave EU. In a statement to Reuters, 
Datwyler said that Brexit won’t affect the deal.

Premier Farnell was under a lot of pressure as it experienced a decline in sales. Last year it 
went through some tough decisions, cutting dividends and selling its industrial products divi-
sion Akron Bras. In 2014, Premier Farnell went through a massive restructuring program, 
where it integrated its regional marketing and distribution operations into one global entity 
for streamlining resource sharing across regions.

The acquisition will give Premier Farnell the resources that it needs to stay competitive in the 
changing market.
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